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The Secrets, Chastisement, & Triumph is the new best-selling, highest-rated, and most endorsed

book (and e-book) on Mary, Marian teaching, and Marian prophecy in recent years.  Dr. Bowring's

new book compares the prophecies of the Bible, especially concerning the latter times, with various

modern heavenly apparitions and visions. This book explains the big picture of the prophetic times

we are living in and regarding the apocalyptic times to come in our time. Perhaps more importantly,

this book discusses what Heaven is asking us to do as the "apostles of the latter times". It has

recently received the honor of being called "Book of the Year"!Written by popular speaker and

theologian, Dr. Kelly Bowring, this new book has already received much high-acclaim and has sold

thousands of copies since its release. It is being widely recognized as the best book ever written on

the subject of heavenly prophecy, a most important topic for our times!An easily readable,

well-researched, and inspiring book about the heavenly plan to bring peace to the world, this book

uses solid sources, like the Bible and credible heavenly messages, to detail the coming events of

the Apocalypse. Cardinal Vidal has given this book the Church's imprimatur of recognition.As you

turn each page with increasing hope, you will experience greater insight into God's urgent plan to

bring His message to humanity while there is still time. You will find yourself referring to this book

time and time again.
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I recently read about a sex education program in the UK that features an explicit video that is to be

used in sex ed programs for SEVEN to NINE year old children. That same day, I read in this book



about Our Lady of Good Success. During the 1600's, the Blessed Mother appeared to a nun in

Quito, Ecuador, describing to the nun the things that would transpire in the 20th century: "Innocence

will almost no longer be found in children, nor modesty in women, and in this supreme moment of

need of the Church, those who should speak shall fall silent." And further: "There will be almost no

virgin souls in the world... During these unfortunate times, evil will invade childhood innocence." It

can hardly be denied that we are living in the times spoken of so long ago, with heartbreaking

results for children and families. What family today has not been touched by these realities? Mary

also accurately speaks of the state of Holy Orders. Imagine if she had mentioned such things as

embryonic stem cell research, or women selling their eggs so that their unknown offspring could be

used for scientific research. Few in the 17th century could even have understood such concepts.

We are surely living in times that cry out to God for justice, yet Our Blessed Mother intercedes so

that we can instead experience His mercy.Mary has made it clear that she must have our help to

fight this battle. Even those of us who pray the rosary, occasionally, and receive Communion

frequently, need the urgent reminders and encouragement found in this book. What Mary asks of us

is so simple - prayer, fasting and sacrifice for sinners along with the daily rosary and the wearing of

the scapular. She gives so many promises of her special help to those who answer her call.

Dear Reader: This is an excellent book and not to be missed for people that want to understand the

2 different views about Catholic Prophecy. Most Catholics believe we are heading to a Period of

God's "Great Chastisement" or "God's Punishment" of a woefully sinful Humanity which will wipe out

2/3 to 3/4 of the Human Race according to prophecies of Saints. It seems likely that the "100 Year

Persecution of the Catholic Church and Humanity as a whole in Pope Leo XIII's Vision on October

13, 1884" most likely began with World War I in 1914AD and the Bolshevik/Communist Revolution

of 1917AD meaning that the 100 years of satan's persecution of the Catholic Church and all of

Humanity comes to an end around 2017AD with a gargantuan and colossal Punishment from The

Holy Trinity and God the Father Almighty commonly against a woefully sinful Humanity which right

now is now barely "being restrained by His Son Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ and His Most

Sacred Heart and The Most Blessed Virgin Mary and Her Most Holy and Immaculate Heart". What

we know of from Apparitions of the Blessed Virgin Mary is that the so-called nightmarish and

terrifying "Great Chastisement" or "God's Great Punishment" of that huge part of Humanity that

consorted in sin or took part in working against the "The Holy Trinity of God", The "Blessed Virgin

Mary and Her Most Holy and Immaculate Heart" and the Catholic Church will be chained to satan

and hurled into hell for All Eternity by Saint Michael The Archangel sometime after the "100th



Anniversary of The Apparitions of Our Lady of Fatima and The Miracle of the Sun witnessed by

50-70,000 people in Fatima, Portugal on October 13, 1917AD which would be sometime after

October 13, 2017AD.
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